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Introduction 

Alvarez recently suggested that high energy deuterons may be 
3 ~ 

produced by the stripping of He • Since it is possible to accelerate 

He3 to 510 Mev with the present H {J of the .184-inch cyclotron, 

deuterons produced by the stripping would then have an energy of 

about 340 Mev. At present onl.tv 190 Mev deuterons are available. 

The purpose of this paper is to calculate the expected yield of 

deuterons from the stripping process, and the angular and energy 

distributions. 

The production of high energy neutrons by the stripping ·of 
1 

. high energy deuterons has been treated in detail by Serber • His 

method has· been extended here to treat the stripping of He
3. 

For sufficiently high incident energies, the period of the 

internal motion of He3 is much larger than the time of collision 
. 2 . 

of one of its protons with a nuclear target particle; furthermore 

the momentum transferred t~ the proton ldll be much larger than 

the momentum of internal motion. The proton is thus effectively 
2 . . 

stripped off, arid the deuteron will continue on with the momentum 

it had at the instant of coilision. This momentUm will be the 

momentum of the center of mass motibn plus the momentum of the. 



internal motion, The internat momentum will cause a spread of 

energies about the mean energy. The momentum of the deuteron 

attributable to. the center of mass motion is p0 =~ 8 MErle , where 
1" I 

M is the nucleon mass and ~e is the kinetic energy of the 

incident He3 . The momentum of the internal motion will be of the 

order . p1 =~~ Mt\le where ~e is the binding energy of the deuteron 

in He3 which is taken to be 5 Mev. The deuteron will then emerge 

within an angle to the incident direction given by 

9 ~ ( P1 ) = i f. He ,.., 4 ° , 
Po 2EHe 

for EHe = 510 Mev. The energy of the deuterons will be mostly in 

the region given by 

A.l 2 tee :t 47 Mev. 
~ -H, 

The Total.Cross Section 

,For sufficiently high incident energies the. deuteron .from 

the He3 will pass the nucleus so quickly it will not suffer an . 

appreciable lateral displacement. In a ··typical. impact ~he proton 

will fail to clear t.he edge of the nucleus by a distance equal to 
.. 

one half the separation distance of the deuteron and proton •. We 

take this distance to be.- equal to (where r is 

,, .··· 
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the red.uced mass of a deuteron and proton and eHe is the binding of 

. .3 
the deuteron to He ). The proton will strike the nucleus a distance 

/- = ( 2R0 IRe)~ in front of a plane through the center of the 

nucleus and nonnal to the incident direction of theHe3• Rn is the 

nuclear radius and it is supposed that Rn>;>rHe· The deuteron will 

travel the distance .R in a. time -f-, where v is the velocity of 

the He3• Because of the internal momentum of He3 ~ the deuteron will 
' ' .3 

have a velocity normal to the direction of the He of the order 

(~He/.3M)~ , so that its displacement in this direction is 
. .l' 

( £,He/.3M)2 x J;v • Th;i.s displacement is unimportant if it is small 

compared to I'He, i.e., ((E.He/.3MJ~;,~x ~/v) < Itfe• This may be 
R 

written as EHe ;> tne -B • For the heaviest nucleus this yields 
. ~e 

ERe~ .30 Mev. This shows that only the projected positions of the 

proton and deuteron in a plane perpendicular to the motion of the' 

He3 needs to be considered in calculating the cross sections. To 

calculate the cross section one must calculate the probability that 

one of the protons strikes the nucleus, and that the other two 

particles miss it. In addition to this it is necessary to include 

the probabiiity that the other two particles form a deuteron. 

Let ~ be the projected distance between the proton. and the 

center of mass of the other two nucleons. rd is the separation 

of the other two nucleons at the instant of-collision of the proton 

with the·nucleus. For simplicity we neglect the curvature of the 

edge of the n~cleus and consider it just a straight edge (Fig. 1)~ 
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.For heavy nuclei whose radius 3 Rn is large compared to .. the He .. 

.z-adius the approximation will be good.·· .. The probability that the 

proton strikes an element of area is just dx d#· The probability 

that the deuteron lies outside the nuclear area,is ~ • The. 

total. cross section for a given ·~ . and .. rd that th~ pro~on hits ,; 

and the other two nucleons miss is then 

dl. integrates to ~' leaving the dx in,tegration. Since 

sin e ci9 ·= -dx .. 'l'" .,' the x integration becomes . 

e sin 9 de 

so that 

n e, rct> = 2Rn e [i 1- <ri2(>/ - r,/2t' eo~-1 rdM1 
(1) 

E_quatton (1) gives the cross section of the stripping process 

for a given e and rtl. This expression needs to be. av~raged over 

the probability of finding a given e and rd. In addition it is 

al.so necessary to inclucie the probability th.at the nucleons which 

miss the nucleus are in a deuteron. Lettil)g -q, (:P]_'·. ~P2 ' r'n) be 

the. wave function of He3, we can write it as tJ! (;d, R) where 
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~ ..... 
~ r + r = r . ·- Pl n 

P2 · 2 
• Let "t?e the 

wave function of the deuteron. Then the probability that particles 

p1 an.d · n form a deuteron,. e~,nd that there is a separation R is 

2 .... 
P(R) = (2) 

The probability of having the separation rd is I 9J(rd) f
2
drd • We 

first consider the integration of equation (1) over e . Introducing 

cylindrical coordinates, the probability of a separation e is 

211' ~de~ P(i)dz since e is the projection of . R~ . The stripping 

. CJ > rd cross section for a given rd is, since \ '.-. 2 , 

r.o r 2 

J dz J ~ 
:..~ rd 

2 (3) 

This may be evaluated by changing the variable of integration from 

z to R by using the relation R
2 = z

2 t e2 
, which gives 

dz = R dB./ -/a2 
- ~ 2 

, so that Eqo (3) becomes 

'·'~ 

R dR P(R) 

~R2- ~ 

Reversing the order of integration one h~s 
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(4) 

By making tne substitution f ,-= :R ~os 9 ', ths· first of the integrals 

over de in Eq~ (4) may be readily done arid ohe obtains·· 

~ d~ e2 + -(iP)2 = 
rd n. 
2 

1f ( 2 r 2). 
R'=j!" 

4 4. 

..... ~·· \. 

The second of the integrals over df ·. is 

Integrating by parts one obtains 

r 

2 
r . 

d 
T 

2 
.r ... , 

:,.· 

~ gz 
,, . ,· 2 y 
~Y- rc;l:··· 

(5) 

2 
where the integral over y· is obtained by the substitJut,±on e :::: Yo 

Making the substitution R
2 -"y = x 2, the integral is reduced 

Y -: (rd/2)2 

.•. 
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to a for.m which is readily doable and one obtains for Eq. (5), 

71(rd\ (R - 5! ) . Combining the results of these integrations,, 
2 21 2 
Eq. (3) becomes 

. .a. 

R(R - rd )
2 P(R) dR 

2 
. (6) 

If rd is set equal to zero, Eq. (6) reduces to Serber's Eq. (4). 

Finally, to obtain the total cross section, Eq. (6) has to be 

integrated over the proqability of f~nding rd; we have then 

(7) 
... _' 

Unfortunately Eq. (7) cannot be interpreted in a simple manner as 

·is possible with the equivalent equation in the treatment of the 

stripping of the deute~ori. ·A:n order of magnitude calculation can 

be made though with Eq. (6), wher.e we will take the deuteron 

radius for rd. The function P(R) contains in it the probability 

that the two nucleons form a deuteron. We estimate this factor 
r 3 

roughly by the ratio of the nuclear volumes~ i.e., ( Ji ) where 
rd · .. 

rH is the radius of the He3 nucleus. Eq. (6) may then be written.9 

c:::s-= ..,7f2 R ( :!! )3 
.f#il n r 

·. . d 
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The integral of the first term iri the ii:i'tegrand may· b~ tr~nsformed . 

to the form 

1 (' R P' (R) ~ 
.T?if ~ 

If th~.: limits on R were from zero to infinity; this would simply 

yield 

.._ r· 
R - H 

F ... -. I?W· 4// _ .- -~II ·. 

Since the limits ar-e from rd to co i .and .. rd> rH, the value will 

be somewhat less than 
4
1f . .we: will simply make the approxiniation 

that the value will be· ~. rH o Treating the other integrals in 
41'f 

the ~arne fashion, one finds 

71 " rH 4_ -\ rd .rd 2 ' 
( ~ Rn r d) ( r d ) { 1 - rH + ( l)f ) } - .. 
where we qave also assumed ( 1 ) ~ ~ . Using .th. _e .d-efin.ition. of . 

R · · R· 

rH and rd, _and recognizing the factor ( ~ Rn ,rd~ .as 7qual to}he .· 

stripping _c_ross section of deuteron~, 0"" d , we get. cr.-d x -lcr o 

. . ~ . . . r . - ' ' ' • • 

This approximation represents, at best, an order of magnitude 
' I_ • • ••• • • • • ' • • • ~ :•;. • ' ' ' 

._ 

calculation 'and it is necessa.ry to. evaluat.e Eq. (7) .using appropriate ·· 
,. ; 

wave functio~s for the deuteron and He
3

o 

:'· .. 
Although there are several satisfactory representations for 

, .• r ' 

the deuteron· wave function this is not so for He3 ·since the deter= 
'· 

mination of the wave function depends on solving the three body 
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problem. Various functional forms have however been constructed 

by different authors for variational calculations o,f the· He3 binding 

energy. . One o£ the simplest of these is that given by Way3: · 

ljl(rPJ.' rp
2

, rn
3
l : ~ [ -.'(n3)o(,{2) f(l} .y:J(2}o( (l)] 

2 2 2 
- .Y (r23 + rl3) - lf4-rl2 

2 . . 
x e 

(S) 

NH and N0 are normalizing factors; the o( 1 s and @ 's are 

nucleon spin functions; and Sn is the deuteron spin function. 

The values of y, fA-, and ~ which Way finds to yield the value of 

the binding energy are 

' r = 

. . -13 
r - 2.S x 10 em. e 

This choice of wave functions is not too satisfactory with 

respect to the distance dependence, since the Gaussian cuts off too 
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rapidly,, espE!Coially with respect to, the Q.euter:on::v.raye. f~ction •. · .. Ori .. 
. . . . . : : . . ' . . ' . . .. . . . ;.. ' ' . .. . .. ' . . •. . . . ' -~· .- . : ' . . ' . . . 

thE! other .hand. it has the meri.t 9f simplicity.. ,. · ,.i,· 

-a. 
To ·evaluat~ p'(R) we make._the coordin~tE! ~ubstitu~ion~: 

~ ~ 

r23 :: r ; 
~ 

(~+R) 

The distance dependence of '1J becomes~ 

where a = 

2 2 ......... 
- (aR + br + cr•R) 

e 

r+e , 
2 

b = ~· · c = r -e 
,,,i 2 :; 

Substituting liJ and ¢0 in Eq. (2), P(R) becomes 

:_ .. _,_:. 

~ 

•.i 

' 

(9) 

where .. ·"'( :: :2(a:.:.. c ) o The factor 't: comes from the .· 

.. . . . 4(b + f3) 
spin sum (sum over final deuteron spins,_and average over the :· .... ·.' .. 3 ·: .. . . . ' .. · ·' .. 
initial He spin) o Substituting Eq. (9) and ¢0(~>, .. in Eq. (7), 

; . . ~·.· ' 

the total cross section obtained is given by 

.. . , ..... 

-.. .. ...... --~ .. ' 

·· ·r·. ···:· ·_ --~· ·_.· .<. .. ···11 

.. ·: · 1~-1 - ~ · •. 12e+'l . . ,. . ... sp t "( , s flt :i' . 

(10) 

,·: 

. I ... 

I 
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The result obtained from Eq. (7Y has been multiplied by 2 in the 

above since either of the protons could be the one to be stripped·· 

off. Eq. {10} yields, (Rn = 1.5 x A x lo-13) 

.262 x lo-26 Al/3 cm2• 

This is about 1/20 of the deuteron stripping cross sectiop. For a 

Beryllium nucleus this gives 5.25 millibarns and for a Uranium 

nucleus 15.75 millibarns. 

Angle and Energy Distributions 

The angle and energy 'distributions of the deuterons can be 

calculated in eitqer of two limiting cases. The first and simplest 

case is obtained by assum.ingthat the nucleus is completely transparent 

to the deuteron. This transparent model may be expected to hold in 

the limit of very small nuclei, Rn ~<rw The second limiting 

case, that of a completely absorbing or opaque,nuc~eus corresponds 

to Rn>) I'JI. By treating both of these limiting cases, Serber 

was able to get some idea of the validity of the calculation. 

The resulting angular distributions given by the two models were. 

not appreciably different. On the. other hand, he found that .the 

half width of the energy distribution for the opaque model was re

duced by about 20% over the transparent model. This is not unexpected 

since, by insisting that the neutron be outside the nuclear region, 

the higher four:i,er components of the deuteron wave function were· 

effectively requced. Now, one would expect, for the stripping 
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3 
of He , a like reduction .. of the energy. half width for the opaque 

model over· the transparent modeL , For lightr nuclei, the deveation 

from the transparent model will be .less o:f course~· With this. 

reasonable estimate of the error.to be incurred, we will, in the 

interest of simplicity, consider only the transparent model. One 

further qualification s-hould· b~ add_ed ·with ~spect to the choice · 

of He
3 

wave function; As is ~ell known, 'the momentun{' distribution 

given by a Gaussian wave function has the mimirium: spread consistent., 

with the uncertainty principle. Therefore, it can be expected that 

the angular and energy distributions obtained Will be someWhat . 

smaller tha.ri that.given by a more physically·acceptabiewave function 

in the transparent nucleus limit.;· 

'The angular and energy distribution~ for the transparent model 

are simply dete'rmined by 'the internal motion of 'the deuteron in the 

He3• That is, ·we ·do not make any stipulation that the 'deuteron misses 
~· . 3 

the n'ti'cleU:s.- The proba'bility 'P(k) ·· that the deuteron in He has a 
~ ~ ~ 

moment'tml· · k in the interval 'dk , is · · 

P(k) 
! 

where 

Using Eq. ( 9) ;\-qne ,finds 

2 
·- k /-.r. 

C e 

...t, 

dR 

.,_,. 

' (11) 

(12) 
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where C is a constant depending on the constants in the wave function, 

and 1f is defined by Eq. (9). .. 
Letting. kJ. be the component of k perpendicular to the incident 

direction, the angle of emergence of the deuteron will be given by 

Q = .·. k.a. 

§ Ko 

(13) 

where P0 =~K0 is the momentum of the incident He3. The component kz 

has been neglected, since kz~<~ K0 • The probability of a given kJ. is 

. . 2 . 2 
~ · _ k.L + kz 

je j" P(k.L)dk.&. : 21/C k~ dk.,~. 

2 
- k.,~.. 

e · T k.a, dk.L • = 21/C -/tr"( . (14) 

Using Eq. (13), one has 

~ 2 2 
P(Q)d..n.. = C "171 Y ( J K0 ) e d..ll.. 

eo 2 = ¥"~ ~ Ko) 2 

where d.l\.. = 2719 d9o 

- ( 

Normalizing the distribution to unity one has 

e )2 

P(e)d.n.. = 1 e 

17' eo 
2 

go 
d.(\.. • (15) 

eo is the angle at which the distribution falls to .1 of the 
. e 

maximum value. Substituting the numerical value of 1'" in the 

definition of . eo; .. 

;.51S , which for EHe = 510 Mev, 
~e . . 
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yields •· 9
0 

:: ·4. 76°. Th~ graph of Eq •. (:15) for '~e,- 510 Mev is 

given in Fig. 2. 
. '• . . ·' ,.'· 

The energy of the emergent de11teron is given by 

E0 = ;;: . [ ( ~ ~o + k/ + k ~ 2 
] 

= j~e+ ~J~• pz + ~ 
-2 . . 

Since, for the main part of:the distribution lt_'< E~ , that 
4Mp 

·term may be neglected, so that 

From Eq. (12) we obtain P(kz), 

- k 2 
z 

P(kz)dkz - 2 '/YC e 'l(" dkz 

0 

.. -.· 
·" 

k dk ::L ' J.. 

(16) 

...... ~ . - . 

Using Eq. (16) and normalizing the d:J:stribution to unity, the energy 

distribution is given by 

M 

-~ 

P(E)dE = jfrJJ;o e 

-:: ·. ·: 

dE ..• . (17) 

..... ,_ ....• 

2 
The energy distribution is thus centered about E = E0 = 3 ~e ·'. 
with a half width, for ~e = 510 Mev, .of 56.6 Mev. The half width 

' 

) 
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has been defined for that energy at· which the distribution falls to 
.... __ • ·~ •• ,. 0 

1 of its maximum. e 

The experiment_e3.1 half widths of the angular distributions of 

neutrons from stripped deuterons are found to increase slowly with 

atomic number4. This effect is to be attributed to the action of 

the nuclear coulomb field, which deflects the deuteron slightly 

before stripping takes place. This effect will also take place in 

the stripping of He3 ~·. There are two sources of the above mentioned 

deflection. First is the intrinsic deflection in which the path of 

the He3 is bent by the coulomb field of the nucleus just before 

stripping takes place; the deuteron, on leaving, will undergo ,C3. 

further deflection. Secondly, there is the spreading of the beam 

in its passage through the target material. The first effect is 

the ~ost significant and.only that will be considered. 

Scattering in a coulomb field can be described classically if 

the relation 
z.._ Z e 
lie n 

1'iv 

2 

is satisfied. For a Zri = 40, and a~ incid.ent 510 Mev He3, 
'2 

( ~e Zn e ·) -::::::::: 1. ·Nevertheless one can obtain an estimate 9f the 
1'i v'" ·, 

coulomb scatter.ing by a classical treatment. 

:The angle of deflection in the classical treatment of coulomb 

. scattering is given by tan e = _b_ where b is. the distance of 
. 2p .· •' 

closest approach and p is the impact parameter. Taking p = Rn ~ 
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z 7 .... _ n -He 

2A~/3 ~: 
., 

The total ~ngle of deflection is then 

e 
c = = i. 75 Zh-

, Al(3_~e---

Taking ~e - 510 Mev and Ed = 340 Mev, 9c ·for Be~yllium is 

6o6B ~ 10..:.3 rad.; -for a z: of 40 and A of 90, · ec = 3.07 ~ l0..:.2 rad. 
. - . n . . 

Taking the incident direction along the Z-axis, the effect of the 

bending of the path of He3 is to give the deuteron an additional ... :· . . . . - . . 

momentum k = (~ K
0

) 9 in the X direction (see Fig. 3). The 
0 3 c - ' ' 

distribution (Eq. (12)) will be altered by replacing ~ by 

(k - k ). Equation 
X 0 

P(e}a·~ = · · d.ll.. 

21( eo 2· 

(15) is changed to 
. 2 

( ~ ) 
eo 

e 

(18) 

The integral can be expressed as ·a Bessel function of llna.ginar;Y 

argument, but it is sufficient for our purposes to expand the 

' . 
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integrand and integrate term by term, since the series converges 

rapidly.· Equation (18) becomes 

;! ,., 

P(e) d.fl.. = 

+ ··.· + 

(19) 

The distribution can be.normalized to unity by multiplying by the 
(6 /9 ) 2 . . c 0 

factor e 

For a Beryllium target the increase in half width is negligible, 

For Zn = 40, the angular distribution including the effect of intrinsic 

scattering is given in Fig. 2. The increase in half width is about 6%. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1: Geometry for the calculation of the cross sectiono 

Figure 2: Angular
1
distribution of deuterons for (A) the transparent 

nuclear model and (B) with the inclusion of the intrinsic 

coulomb scattering. Both curves are normalized to unity. 

Figure 3: Geometry for calculation of intrinsic coulomb scattering. 
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PHOTO}'RODUCTION ·.OF NEUTRAL MESONS .FROM DEUTERIUM 

Warren Heckrotte 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeiey, California 

Introduction 

:/ 

The manner in which neutral pions are coupled to nucleons 

may be determined by an experimental study of the photoproduction 

of neutral mesons from deuterium. This follows from the fact that 

there will be an interference between the radiated meson fields 

arising from the proton and neutron, respectively, which will 

depend on the. relative phase of the radiated waves. This 

difference in phase will depend on the algebraic signs of the 

meson-nucleon coupling energy. Thus one should be able to distin-

guish between the relative signs of the coupling with neutrons and 

protons. 

Photo-meson production arises through the photon's inter-

action with the charge and magnetic moment of a nucleon. This 

interaction excites the meson field through its coupling with the 

nucleon, the strength of _which is measured by the meson-nucleon 

coupling con~tant· g. For a sufficiently energetic o-ray this can 

lead to the production of a free meson. A ?) -ray incident on a. 

deuteron can interact separately with either nucleon to produce a 

meson. After the emission of the meson, the :proton and neutron 
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may remain together .as a deute.ron or. be J,ef.t. in an unbound or 

continuum state, i.e., 

:'"! +· n~;pP +. n 

o + D _,'If'+ p + n 

_ ··'(eia~tic. prod~ction) 

(inelastic production). 

We can, in a simple manner, obtain the effect of the relative 

sign of the meson ~oupling constants of the proton and neutron on 

the pr~ss ,section for the elastic production. The main contribution 

to the p~~toproduction cross section of mesons from a nucleon is -due to ~he photon 1 s _interaction with ~he magnetic moment ? of the 

nucleon. The amplitude of the meson field from the proton will be 

proportional to the product of the strengths of its ·interactions 

with the electromagnetic and meson fields, i.e., to the product of 
. \ '. . . ~-.·. 

the, in~~~action constants Y-p gp). Similarly the amplitude from 

the neutron will be proportional to ~ gn). The cross section is, 

therefore, proportional to the square of the sum of these amplitudes, 
2 

~ gp_t~ gn)_. Since both terms of the amplitude are comparable 

one can expect strong interference effects in the photoproduction 
. ' ··,_ 

process. It is interesting to compare the two cases· g = = g 
. p n 

········ ........ , .. ·················-··. 
and g = g , for the interference is constructive in the former 

p ... n. -

and destructive in the latter case. The ratio of the cross sections 

for these two alternatives is 
... ":. 

cr (gp ~ - gn) =· 28 

cr-(gp = gn) 

.··.·· 
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Experimentally, however, the quantity of primary interest will be 
'· ,. . . ·. . 

the ratio of the production from deuterium to· that of hydrogen. 
. 2 

Since the production from hydrogen is proportional to ~ gp) , 

one finds 

csn<g2 g ) (1 .. 
2 - - & ) 2oS n .,-v -r ::: 

.·<SH A 

~(g :: g ) 

IV (1 -~~ 
2 

E . n ) = 0.1 

~ 

It is the _significant difference between the two cases which 

makes an experimental determination of the relative sign of the 

' coupling constants feasible. Were the difference only that of a 

factor.of two or three one could hardly hope to make any v~lid 

conclusions concerning the relative sign of the coupling constants, 

since the uncertainties in meson'theorycoi.lld always account for 

such a difference. 

Although these simple results have been obtained independ-

ently of any specific meson theory, they cannot be expected to be 

completely independent of any such choice. Thus it is necessary 

to make ·a definite choice of meson theory, notonly in order to 

make a more precise evaluation of these ratios:',' but :to determine 

the. absolute magnitude of the total cross section and,.the differential 

cross section. These latter quantities will be expected.· to be 

sensitive to the choice of meson theory. 
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.. 

Irt accordance with the present exper:Un~ntal evidence, it has 
:·.\ . 

·· ·been...ass.wp._ed that the neutral· pion is· p'seud.oscalar:J.. Because of 
-- ... .., ·- "· 

the uncertainties in meson theorY 'calculations the nucleons have 

been treated non-relativistically. It has been assumed that the 
. L -J>.-:~o ~ 

meson-nucleon interaction energy is given by g( ._r_n. __ ~·p ; cr-is 
. ?o c 

the nucleon spin operator and p . is the meson momgntum. Such a 

coupling yields a cross section for meson production and scattering 

which incr~ases rapidly with energy and thus agrees qualitatively 

with experimental results. 

If the photoproduction cross section of neutral mesons from 

protons is calculated with the above assumption by using second 

order perturbation theory, the'cross section obtained is smaller 

than the experimental results by an order of magnitude. It has 

been fouq.d, however, that if the anamalous magnetic moment of: the 

nucleonis arbitrarily included, a result of the right order of 

magnitude, though still smaller, is obtained
2

• By this procedure 

it is supposed that some of the higher order meson effects are 

included. Accordingly, we have.calculated the photoproduction cross 

section of neutral mesons using second order perturbation theory, 

but have included the anomalous moments of the nucleons • 

. ,_ -~~--

Calculation 

The nam:Utonian for a d~uteron interacting with the electro-

magnetic and. mesonic fields is 
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......... :' .. ~ • I •), ·•" 

l2 ' 2 ~ ~ ]· 
H = f_ + .E_ +V'(r - r ) 

4M. .M . n P 

' ' ..,. : - _... --A. ~ ..,. .. 

.11. e p, ·A+ e 1f JJ.. <:r ·'1. x A(r ) 
T Me P .. · 2MG I""P p rp P 

~ 
p 
..... = 

~ _.6 .. ~·~ ·.· . "'"""'..... .-.4 + e i'l /1: ($""" • v:;;? :X A(r ) + 1i g Q":" •k ¢(r ) 
2Mc n n rn n ·/*c. _P . p . m p 

- . ~ .. 

= center of mass moment~ of two nucleons. 

rela.tive momentum of the two nucleons. 

'fi~ = momentum of meson. 

M = nucleon mass. 

LL mes~n mass (1.35.2 M~v). ro = 

A= anomalous moment of proton= (2.7896) nuclear Bohr magnetons. 

jAn = anomalous moment of neutron.=, (-1.9103) nuclear 'Bohr magnetons. 
--a. a- = nucleon spin operator. 

gp = meson-proton coupling constant • 

.. meson-neutron coupling constant. 

vector potential o~ electromagnetic field. 

¢ ... _ meson field. '·· 
·!'· 

..,\. ...a. •.. 
V:'(rn - rp) = interaction of proton and neutron. 

The photoproduction process will·be treated according to 

the second order perturbation theory. We shall not, however, 

treat the initial and final states of the two nucleons as plane 

... ·. 
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waves but will take account of the nuclear forces by using as wave 

functions of-.thenucleons appropriate eigenfunctions of the.deuteron 

hamiltonian. The term in the bracket is the unperturbed hamiltonian~ 
( 

H
0

, of the two nucleons. The solution of .its Schroedinger equation 

yields either the bol.l!ld. deuteron statE!:f wave function or the continuum 
_.. ~ 

state wave function of the two nucleons. The potential V(rn - rp) 

will not be specified, but rather an appropriate choice of wave 

functions will be made. The remaining terms in H are the inter-

action energies of the two nucleons with the electromagnetic and 

mesonic fields which are regardedas a small perturbation on H0 • 

The cross section for a scattering or production process can 

be written in general as 

(density of final states per unit energy) 
o-= 

inci.dent flux (1) 

where i7? is the matrix element for the process. The density of 

states factor will be specialized later fot the elastic and 

inelastic production. Since, in the photoproduction, the ?f-ray 

must be first absorbed and theri the meson produced (or vice-versa), 

the process is one of second order. · The second order matrix element 

i17 is then given by 
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represents. the' stim·-'over a.ti the intermediate states. 

Hfi are the matrix elements of the appropriate 

interaction hamiltonian taken between the intermediate and initial 

states, and between the final and intermediate states, respectively. 

Ei is the energy of the. intei'I!lediate state and E0 is the energy of 

the initial state o . 

. •'. >'.· 

The matrix element f'r? will be, made up of a, number of terms 

each corresponding to a different order of emission and absorption 

of the meson and ?) -ray 0 The proton can absorb the ;{-ray in 

either of two ways--through-the electric charge interaction or 

through the magnetic moment--and eithe~ the protpn or neutron can 

emit the meson. The neutron can absorb the 1{-ray through its 

magnetic momemt and _either the neutron or proton. can emit the 

meson •. The a'Qsorption and emission process can be reversed ~ince 

·energy is not conserved in the intermediate states. This yields a 

total of twelve different terms in 7'lj . 
The wave function of the initial state of _the two nucleons is 

' 
and 

~ 

lV (r) · is the deuteron wave function, /{ 
0 

the d.·euteron spin 
To . 

function. The exponential factor is the wave function of the center 
~ 

of mass motion of the deuteron with momentum ~K • The intermediate 
0 

state of the two nucleons is given by 
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The relative motion of the·two nucleons has been represented by a 

plane wave since ·<the ep.ergy of relative motion of the two nucleons 

is large -( ,-v E'(), in which case the- departure from a plane wave 

representation due to the interaction of the two nucleons is small. 

The final state wave function is 

~ 

'ff(r) ~ 

For the elastic production, 
~ 

~ ( r) - will be the deuteron wave 

function, and for the4alastic production, the continuum state. 

The analytic forms of the vector potential and meson field ·are 

... ~ 
~ ...A i k •r-

f.A0 e 
~ 

2 7t1lc A - ; Ao = 1 -
(211}3/2 -IE; 

(2) 

....... 
i k •r 

fVo 
m 

¢ = e ; fV'o = 1 -ilc 

(2'/()3/2 
{27(Em 

I, 
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-tr'k¥ = momentum of 0 -ray. E(( = energy of '('-ray. 
~ 

-11~ = momentum of meson. ·Ek = meson energy 

r = polarization vector. 

A
0 

and /Y"'o are normalizing conetants. 

The term of "YY/ describing the absorption of the ?J-ray 

through the magnetic moment of the proton, and the emission of the 

meson by the proton' will be calculated. in detail •. The other terms 

can be determined in a similar way. The matrix element corresponding 

to the absorption of the ~-ray, Hio' is given by 

e 

... _..\. 

- i k. •r 
l. 

which can be rewritten as 

)'.* 
l. 

-.\ ~ 

i K •R 

X Xo ;2~J/2 

_... .~· 

i k_...•r ···" 
~ .... """ 

e · . ~(r)dr 

""' """' ""' k - K.) ·R . 
r' l. .... 

X dR 



HencE!,·. 

H •. 
l.O 

Th~ matrix ei~ent Hfi 

by the "proton: is 

. --.11 
. k_.r 

= l. ...z...._ 
e 2 

(3) 

. . . -

corresponding to the creation of the meson 

...... -' 
i ;ki •r · ~" -"'. 

e dR dr 

(27f)3/2 

' ..a. ...... --" ~ 

= g~(:c~<Jrcr='-~;(o) S<\ ~ ~ -\./~(-;)•1 ~~t •i ~~;2 dr' • 
I o · ' J (21/) 

(4) 

The energy of the intermediate state~ E1, is equal to 

.. 
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1i2 k". 2 112 K 2 
( 1 + · i ) and E0, the initial energy, is equ,al to 

M lJ4. 

"fi2 K 2 . 
( 4M 0 

·- .~ + E'lf) • · EB is the binding energy of the deuteron. 

Thus, 

E. - E 
l. 0 

The sum over intermediate states becomes now 

4= Jd~i j d;:. 
spin 

The integral over d; involves merely the &-functions, and one 

obtains for~ Hfi. Hio , 
i E. - E 

l. 0 

gpjfi(~~)A0 /(, 4 <fir* ~·i\. /1'1 -\* cr:·(£x ~) A,l&<k~- "k.t- ~) 
~p:t,n . . 

~~ 

i ~-:; J -~ ~ --I. 

i ~·r 5sl ' 
} !/?<-;). 

- i k· •r 1 . r 
- l. i 

2 1 l. 
2 ' -' ..... 

~ t.fo (r' )dr' e dr e e 

(271)3/2 (27/)3/2 
X 

-11'2 k2 0 ~2k 2) . i - . E~- ~ = 4lll'l{ . 
M 

(5) 
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_, 

The initial momentum of the deuteron~ 11K0 ~ has been set equal to 

zero. The calculation is accordingly being done in the laboratory· 

system. 

The 

nucleons is 

Eq. (5) the 

spin sum over the interme,diate spin states of the' two 

simply done since ~ ~ /\* = l. Removing from 
J. 

spin -factors which depend on ki, one has 

- ~ i k •r 
e i ''(6) e 

The angular integration can be done immediately~ which yields 

M 1 

7 411' \ r - r' I j sin (ki I r'- ;:'o j ) ki dk1. 

·. k. 2 - K 2 
J. 1 

where 

M 

L2 'k 2 
(E - E - rn ~ ) • •· The integrand has 
~ B 4M 

poles at ki = j: K1 and may be evaluated by taking the contour 
"*'-· 

as sh~W? which yields the proper boundary conditions. The result is 

- K, 

Equation (5) becomes finally 
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(7) 

When the .terms of 11? correspondin~ to the creation of the 

meson first and then the absorption of the ~-ray are calculated, 

the evaluation proceeds essentially as above except that one.has 

instead of (6), 

The angular integration can be done immediately as before, which 

gives 

where 

M 1 

'!12 47fT:-~\ 

112 K 2 
~~2...,. = E2 = 

M 

sin (ki 1-;- -;vi 
~2+ K22 . 

2 2 
( 1i k ) 
Em+EBt· m • . 4M . 

The integrand has poles at .ki = ± iK2 and can be evaluated as a 

contour integral. The result is 
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Otherwise the. evaluation of these terms is. essentially the same 

as before. The subscript 1 in the following will refer to the 
0 

case when the ~-ray is absorbed first and then the meson ., 

emitted; the· subscript 2 to the converse. 

'The other terms in "N\ can be calculated in a: similar 

fashion, and one obtains for the matrix element 

M = (8) 

*....:..~~~ ~ ~~ 

+gnfp<Xf ~·~ csp·kl' x ~ /(0 ) I~,(-"1n, k~) 

@;r/ ~'~ o;.~ X t_",X0 ) Il(-k7., -k~ 
t2gp<X/ ~·~,%)[f.~. r2<k'"m, -k'; + \ {:m' -;;)] . 

. +2gn<Xr* ~o~X) [£·~- I2(-~p --;.) - I2 <~~ ~\-)] 
2 . ~ . . . . 

Eq. (8) c•ntinued 
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...:;. ~~ ~ -
x E. cs;_·km fio) !2(-km, kb") 

The various terms are easily identified by the subscripts on 

the coefficients ~ a~d g. Thus the term with the ~ gn for a . 

coefficient results from the proton absorbing the ~-ray, and the 

neutron emitting the meson, etc. 

The functions I are defined as follows~ (9) 

.....> ~ .-.:. 

.f-. k:·i i K [7 ~l *i ~.;" 
!1~->.J<,.,±\) = !2 5 Jf*(r). e _l. 2 e- 1 - r e 2 

.. 411'1~- "rtl 
;1o (r' )dr dr' , 

-> -:> 
. k .r 
l..J!! 

2 ..;.; . ...> ...:.. . 

~~ 

• k •r 
l. m 

){
0
(r')dr dr' , 

2. __.:.. ~, ~ ...;::. ~ 
E "\/ /(

0 
(r' )dr dr' 
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These various integrals can be done directly in the case 9f 

the -~leastic production if a suitable -representation of 'the deuteron 

wave function is used. The integration, however, is long and tedious 

and the-result is not very amenable to numerical calculation. For 

the inelastic production, where 1/'f(r) represents the two particle 

continuum states (not a plane wave representation; see pa:ge 47), the 
\ 

integration proved virtually impossible. Accordingly the integrals 

--> ~ 
have been done approximately .. Taking I(~,~), for example, and 

...;,. - ~ 
making the substitutions r 1 = (r- R), it becomes 

M 

-fl2 

e e 

47(R 

13 
For E,r = 300 Mev, K1 is about 4 x 10 

-1 
em The factor 

(10) 

-i K1 R , 
e therefore 1 1 -13 oscillates rapidly for R;> ~ = - 10 cmo 

K 4 
-Except for the region in the neighborhood of the origin of 

~ ~ 

~ (r - R), the change in Cfo · is small for this change of R, 

since the characteristic distance associated with the deuteron wave 

2 I ~ -13 
fll~c_tion is . (11 ·;DEB) ~ · 4 x 10 em. The region in the neighbor-

hood of the origin bec9mes significant only for large_ momentum 

transfers corresponding to the meson being emitted in the backward 

direction •. Neglecting the variation of 
. . . 

Eq. (10) becomes 
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-> ....... ...... ~ -
i (~ + ,k~)or - i K1 R . k •R 

-~ :r 
* 

1fr M (r) e 
2 

-i1 

- - 1 

:: ·~ .;;;112 .k'('2 

' . 4M 

where -

2 ~ .-..L o/o (r) dr e 

4t/R 

*-Y{ (r) e 

- ~ --
i (km + k~~ .r 

..... 
dr 

2 

:: G(kJn + iy) 
2 

2 ~~ 
e dR 

(11) 

The rest of the integrals I can be approximated in a similar 

fashion. The followin~ correspondence is.established 

.- ~ 

I
1

( k , i k ) Q! = ...1.. 
m ~ , E' . 1 

• <""k + k) .~·- cr-·"'m. r 

(12) 

~9?*(r) e 
2 

UJCr)d~.= = 1 G(±k , + ~) 
To- E- ~-. 1 

... ..:. 
i(tklf~) or 

I 1 ~' ±;~ ~- ];_ (' UJ * ( r) e · 
2 

. E. ·7 'faCr)d-;; - .1:.. G (i;r' ±.~) 9 

C, El J T f o .· El E., 

Eq. (12) continued. 
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...:. .:> 

(:t.l)r tkm) ·r 
2. 

The matrix element ~ must now be squared and· the spin sums 

over the initial and final states be done. Since the evaluation of 

I'm 12 . '{ is somewhat different for the elastic and inelastic meson 

production, this wiil be considered separately for the two cases. 

Elastic Production Cross Section 

The function G(~, 't~) becomes for.the elastic production 
~ .... ~ 

Sl!focrf ~i et~±k,)·r. d~ 
It is convenient at this point to introduce the notation 

~- ~ 

~ 
( ky- ~ ) ql - 2 

_..II,. ~ ' 
(13) 

~ 
q2: =· ( ~+km) 

2 

It is easily verified, then that 

·· .. 
·; ·. ~-;'"-

.' rl '•'; ~ •• ,:,. • lo , ·~ ·'':: G(- q) - ·~ ~o(r) (14) 
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The function G£(q0 becomes for the elastic production 

~ 

This may easily be evaluated in terms of G(q); for by integrating 

by parts, one finds 

Since 

-" ..Jo. ..,.,. 

i ~ G(q) 
2 

..... .... ~ 

G (+ .... q ) -- ± E. ·km G(q2) • c-. 2 . 
4 

and 

Having replaced the various functions I by the approximate 

functions, the matrix element -can then be squared, and the spin 

sums over initial and finals states be done. Although there will 

be 144 terms in \ )1} 12 
the number of spin sums to be done can 

be reduced to 5. The calculation of I m 12 
is somewhat lengthy 

but quite straightforward and one obtains 

!_" •· -~. : 
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(15) 

~12 2 ..,\ ~ . ~ [ ' ]2 r I~ = 0 (K + k - k~) 1 (e -11)(_1L··. · ) A II/' k ~ . 
f m ·~ 3 2MC /f/ oJ 'o "ln. --cs 

·, '2 f 2 ~ . 1 1 2 
g G (ql)(_- -J 

n El E2 

a · is the angle at which the meson comes off with respect 

to the incident o.:..ray, in the laboratory system. The first term . ' 

inside the curly brackets results from the· interaction of· the lr~ray 

with the magnetic moment of the proton (neutron) and emission of the 

meson by the proton (neutron). The second term results from the inter

action of the "'('-ray. with the magnetic moment of. the proton (neutron) 
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and emission of the meson by the neutron (proton). The third term 

comes from the interference of the first two terms. The fourth term 

results from the interaction of the o-·ray with the proton charge 

and the emission of the meson by the proton. The fifth ter.m results 

from the interaction o:f the -{-ray with the charge of the proton 

and the enussion of the meson by the neutron. The last term results 

froin.the interference of the two previous terms, 

· We can now show that those terms corresponding to one particle 

absorbing the «r-ray~ and the other particle emitting the meson 

are small compared to those terms corresponding to the same particle 

absorbing and emitting. That this is so follows essentially from 

the fact that 

(since both E1 and E2 are of about equal magnitude). One finds 

for Et ::: 300 M.ev and for e = 0 ~ 

2 ... cl· 1) El- E2 = 0.006 

This inequality dominates any variation of the relativ~ magnitude of 

the other factors. One also expects this result on physical grounds 

for if~ say, the proton absorbs the "(-ray~ the excitation of the 

meson field coupled to the neutron is ·accomplished only indirectly 

by virtue of its being in the deuteron. This corresponds essentially 
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to a higher: order process with a'virtual meson being, sent over 

from the "excited" proton to the neutron. The virtual meson will . 

transfer a momentum of the order Ac and this is only probable· 

if the nucl'eons are within a distance. _Ac . of each other. Since, 

for most of the time the particles in the deuteron are_ at a 

larger distance than this, the transfer will not be very probable. 

We would accordingly expect this process to make a small contribution. 

Ignoring those terms, then, which depend on the difference of 

·",. 

sin a) - 6 sin. a 2 2 J 
. El E2 

' km 2 2 2 -" . 2 2 J._· 0 +! ( ~ ) gp G (q2) ( f.;.+ LE . ) sin e 
K~ · 1 2 

The relative magnitude of the electric interaction with 

respect to the magnetic interaction can be easily estimated. 'Taking 
' . 0 

6 = 90 ·and setting E1 ~ E2 since they are roughly equal 9 the 

ratio of the el·ectric term to the magnetic· term is, 
' km 2 2 
( kl() gp 
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For E~ :: 300 Mev and e = For g = - g p n 

this ratio is . o024; for gp = gn , 0.07. Thus the electric inter

ac~ion does make a significant contributi,oin to the case gp = gn 

in the regio~ a;ound e = 90 °. For the lower "(-ray energies, 
~ 2 . 

( ~ ) becomes smaller and the influence of the electric inter-
"( 

action becomes correspondingly smaller. This results in decreasing 

the rat:i.o of the cross section c:r(gp .. = ...; gn)· to· that of . o-(~ = ~) 
from that obtained on a qualitative basis in the introduction. The 

result of the detailed computation will be given later. 

The matrix el~ment ~ can now be substituted 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 

section formula. ·The density-of states factor is 

into the cross 

Eq. (1) can then ~e reduced by the standard procedure to yield 

2 
k dA 

m m (17) 
. . '.; •'. 4. 

(e)d~ =. J ~~-23 Yno 
2 

where we hav~ used . "'YY} 
for 'r?o~· ·cine!' fepl~cing 

m ~ ..~. ...1> <4 = , '(o S<Kr t 1<ro = ~) ••. substituting 

A0 and Yo by"Eq •. (2)', ·the differential 

cross section for the elastic production is given~y 

:··. 
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<r(9)d...O.. = 

. . 
2[. 2 .. 2 ] & t ..4 gn)· (E1 f .El) (2 t i sin

2 
9) ~.6sin. 9 

IP I n g · 1 2 K E 
. p ·. l 2 

~ 2 1 ~ .2 2 ]·· • + ~( -k· . ) · ( ·- t" -'= ) sin 9 
~ El E2 

(lS) 

""' The evaluation of remains and a suitable deuteron wave 

function must be picked. A ·~atisfac~ory.representation5 is the 

Hulthen wave function 

- ~r . - ~r 
=Die -e 

r 

0 

' D = ~ILL~ t' "rj' ) 
27!'(~..:.1()2 

(19) 

where D is the normalizing constant. The constants 1( and f9 are 

adjusted to yield the binding energy of the deuteron and the effective 

range of the low energy n-p triplet interaction. These values of ·1( 
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and ~ are 

-o-

Substituting this choice of o/o(r) in -Eq. (14), one obt.ains 
....... , 

G(q2)' . 

~ D2 { -1 -1 -1 

J 
G(q2) . - tan q2 t tan q2 - 2 tan q2 .. - . 

q2 2'6 2p 't+ fd 

Inelastic Product-ion Gross Section 

The function G(q) for the inelastic production is 

. -=-

.... 
dr 

for 

(20) 

where ~f(r) is the continuum state wave function of the proton 

and:neutron. Since the two nucleons come off with small relative 

momentum it is necessary that one takes the interaction· of .the two 

nucleons into account in the final state, i.e., a plane wave 
6 

representation is not sufficient • The interaction of the two 

nucleons , .c_fl.n be included in the final state wave function by 

-inco"rporating the phase shifts determined from p-n scattering 

experiments. Since the scattering of two nucleons can be accounted 

for in the main with the S-wave phase shifts for the low energy 

region, we need only to take account of the S-wave.rphase shift§.:, 
·:~.-

''·II 

neglecting the higher angular momentum phase shifts. We take as 

the final state wave function 
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= 
[ 

i p:~ 
e ·. -

iS. J 
sin pr t e sin (pr + 8 ) · 

pr pr 

where p is the relative momentum of the two nucleons and g the 

5-wave phase shift I. The 5-state part of the plane wave has been 
. - . 

subtracted out and the 5-state modified by the phase shifts added. 

The 5-state phase shifts can be determined from the effective 

range theory7 which gives 

p cot 8 

where ~ is: the ~cattering ~ength and r 
0 

the effective range. 

To e:Valu~te G(q). we have used for . 'f.o . the form given in 

Eq. (19). Substituting o/o and '{Jf in G(~) .one can readily 

obtain·· 

~ 

.. 23~~ G(q) --
(21() pq 

·'.· .· 

f, (21) .·. 
2pg + 2pg 

+ ·1q- t I ~2+ ,-q -~I 

io -1 -1 
cos&- l)(tanh 2pg · - tanh 2pg ) 

2 2 2 . 2 2 2 
o-tp+q ·ptPtq 

-iS -1 ~1 + e sin&{tan·· 2)(g · .;_ tan 

~2+P2 = q2 ,;. 2 2 r + p ~ q 
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We introduce the following notation~ 

·lt 2 2 2 2 2 
a - p ·+' q b = 2 pq c -~ .1" p - q - .... 

~2 t- '2 2 -1 ... cH '~2 + ·2: .2 
a' - p t q J - ·tan 21f'g = p ~; q -- c 

.. 
. t ... 1 -1 - i8 

L = tanh b JH - tan tlS1 A - e cos s - -.... a ci 

· .. -1 b 
~-·. :B i& 

s'in& L' - tanh· :-.· J - Ji - - e - -a' 

t 
L - L - ;t 

Equation (21) becomes 

G(t q) 

( i -a . .,. 

r= cos Cci 

Unlike the case of the elastic p~oQ.uction· G({i) is no longer equal 

to G(- CU and in addition is complex due to the presence of the 

i8 factor e in the expressions A and Bo These properties 

of the G(q) not only make -~he, calc~lation of I "Yrl\
2 

somewhat 

more length;r, but prevent one from wrl:ting down I 'fY( 12 
in an:r-

= 1 

.where n~a:r as compact a form ~s inEqo (15) for the elastic productiono 

Specifically one finds that it is no longer possible to combine terms 

.. to obtaiil factovs ·proportional to 
2 

(LLP g t 4· g ) , etco However 
'/·• p /'-~n n 

it is possible to avoid this difficulty by considering first how 

the cross section should be calculatedo The cross section wanted 

is the differential cross section per unit meson energy per steradiano 
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For eacl) meson ~nergy at a given meson angle there wi;tLc.prrespond

a definite relative energy ~· p2 of the two nucleons. We are not, 
M 

~ 

however, interested in the angle that p makes with any given 

direction and this information will be "integrated out". Accordingly, 

what one wants to calculate is ~J IM1 2 dlj;· The anguiar 

dependence of p appears in G{q) through the term b 

where )A. = cos ~. 
a:~ b_..a 

Accordingly we first calculate the integral 

over d~p of the various combinations of products of G that will 

appear in Jml 2
• Thus we will calculate directly, 

J lm 12 d-"p . •. . . (23) 

which can be written in a more compact form than just IY>'t j2. 

The function G appears in I qJ 2 
with four arguments, 

,..I. -> ..,). ~ 

q1 , -q
1

, q
2

, -q
2

. The integrals over those combination~ of G 

which will prove to be the most important are 

JiG(~) 12 dJl-p : 

2 D . b. 
22 2~ 2 

2 f 2 

p q cti - bi 

i - 1, 2 

b 2 . b 
i - 2 i.. ~. ---y--2 ..,.., -2--';;.,o,_-2 1 

a', -b.. R v 
·1 , . ~ r - o 

::~ ., 

{24) 
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The other integrals which involve products of G of the form' 

[ G(i q;_) G*(± ~) + c.c.] are not g1ven since·the result of 

integrating these products are somewhat long and complicated; and 

. as' will be seen those terms in the matrix element .. invo!ving these 

products can be neglected. 

The simplification achieved by first integrating over d.J'lp 

is that 

Expression (23) can now be constructed in a straightforward 

manner. It is necessary, though, to evaluate Eq. (23) for both 

the triplet and singlet final states. One finds, 

·~ . 
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triplet final state 

Yv\ dA. ::: ];(Aa/Yo kut kv-) ( 2Me ~ ) ( .1l_ ) 2 D -j t2 2 2 2 

''~ p 3 o . c foe 7 
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... : ... 

singlet final state (26) 

S I s l2. 2 2 2 2 m d ..(l.. =. 1 (A N" ~ k. ... ) ( e 11 ) ( L. ) 2 D 
. . o. p 3 0/'0 -~ 2Mc ~c 7 

2 
X (~ = ~· )(1 -·sin 8) 

. .1!11 .1!12 2 

0 
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The same argument that was made for the elastic production 

to drop those terms which depend on the difference of (1 - ! ) . 
K E 1 2 

,can be made here. The approximation is not as good as for the elastic 

production because there is a wider variation in the values of E1 

and E2• However these terms make their princi~ contributlon 

when the meson energy is small compared to its maximum value at 

any one angle and this region of the energy distribution does not 

contribute very much to the cross section. (A rough numerical check 

for E(( - 200 Mev and e = 90°, indicated that the error in 

dropping these terms is not more tnftn a few percent.) 

The significant fact that .arises from Eqs. (25) and (26), 

is that while the final triplet state contribution to the cross section 
2 

will be roughly proportional to ~ gp,r~ gn) , the singlet state 
2 

contribution will be roughly proportional to ~ gp =~ gn) • 

This difference in sign is the result of the net spin flip in going 

from the initial_deuteron triplet spin state to the final singlet 

spin state. The flip of the spin reverses the sign of the inter-

action energy with respect to the nucle~~ that does not flip. 

Since the inelastic cross section willdepend on the sum 

of triplet and singlet state contributions, it follows that the 

inelastic cross section will _be roughly the same for either 

g = g or g ~ - g • p n p n That is, for' gp ... gn the singlet ·term 

will dominate, while if .· g = - g the triplet term will dominate. p n ~-
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In either case the cross section will be roughly propo~ional,to 

<\h gp I .+ /A1 ;gn I) 2. Also,· it· is for this, r.eaSOl1 that one can 
'" 

drop the terms which depend on the t-ray interaction with the 

proton c~arge, since their contribution will be proportional to 

gp 
2 

in either cas,~. One can conclude from <the .above di,scussi?~ ·, 
: ' ;·;; 

then that the ratio of O"(gp :: ~ · gn) to <:r(gp = gn) for the 

inelastic production will be of the order of unity. 
, .. , 

It remains to compute the expression for the cross section. 

The density of states factor is 

Putting this in Eq. (1), the cross section becomes 

where· 

'mos Substituting , , ( 

section formula becomes, 

"'· 

and 'fr(o t., tHe differential cross 
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b 2 
2 

(28) 

2 0 b2 . + 2 b2 ·'P. .· 
;, 2 2 ti2. - .J. Cf2 

a 2 - b2 r - 1 -

[ 
2 2 2 ] 

x _ · · (~ f k ) ( 2 t i sin e) - 6 sin e . 
1 2 - E1 E2 
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"'' 
Th t · d d' th ·factor· .(l -·.E'1 )·

2
. h b ·· 1 t d · ·. e erm epen 1.ng · on e J:.t· ave een neg ec e • · 

1 2 

Numerical Results 

The differential cross section for the elastic production 

has been' computed for incident '{'-ray. energies of 150, 200' and 

300 Mev, • using Eq. (lS). The value· of · (g
2
/41r.iflc) was taken to 

be 1/2. This choice gives the right order of magnitude for the · 

photoproduction cross section from hydrogen
8

• The value .of 

'2 
(g /47t;f;c) does not of course have any effect on the ratios of 
' 

cross se.ctions.. The results of these computations are given in 

Figs., .(1):;·(2),,and (3) for the case gp = = gn" .The differential 

cross .section for the photoproduction fr'om hydrogen at 300 Mevis 

given. in Fig. (4). It is seen that the production from deuterium 
·' 

falls off more rapidly than· from hyd·rogen as one goes to Yarger 

9 
angles .• The backward emission of the me scm requires a large 

momentum transfer, and, in the elastic production from deuterium~ 

the transferred momentum!llust-be shared betwe~ri.the two particles. 

This requires them to be close together (~ 11/ foe); since ·on the 

average they are at a greater distance than this~ the production 

·is reduc~d at the larger angles with respect to the production from 

hydrog.en. For the same reasons, the angular distributions from 

deuterium become narrower with increasing energy, since larger 

momentum transfers are involved at any given angle. 

The angular,distribution for g :: g at 300 Mev is given 
... p n 

in Fig;, (5) •. The angular di.stributi~n which results fro~ the magnetic 
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interaction of the 1r-rays alone is shown for comparison. Even 

though the electric charge interaction makes a sizeable ·contribution 

in the middle angular region, because of the large forward peak. 

from the magnetic interaction, the general shape of.the distribution 

is not altered. Since, for the cas.e gp = - gn the contribution 

of the electric charge interaction is negligible, there is no 

essential difference in the shape of the angular distributions 

between the two cases g = - g 0 P n 

The angular distributions were numerically integrated to 

obtain the total elastic production cross sections (Table I). 

Although-the electric charge interaction does not affect the shape 

of the angular distributions for gp :::: gn . to any great extent, for 

E . = 300 Mev the contribution to the total elastic cross section 

for gp :'gn is about 25% of that of the magnetic interaction. The 

effect of .the electric interaction. becomes smaller at lower ~nergies, 

since the recoil momentum of the deuteron, which determines the 

strength of the electric interaction, becomes smaller. 

given in Table I, are found to be somewhat smaller than the previous 

value of 28, due to the inclusion of the contribution from the 

electric interaction. Though smaller, the ratios are still 

significantly large. 

The values of the cross section for the photoproduction 
10 

from hydrogen given in Table I, were calculated making thE2 same 
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basic assumptions as were made for the deuterium calculation. The 
' ;.' .. . . 

ratios of the cross sections of deuteri~ to that of hydrogen given 

in Table I are found to be smaller than the values obtained qualita-

tivelybefore and to decrease with increasing energy. This decrease 

reflects the decreasing probabil:i,.ty of the elasti.c production with 

respect to the inelastic production for increasing .. "?{-ray energies. 

0 
·· The differential cross sections at 90 and the ratios derived 

from·them ~re listed in Table II. The various ratios have a some-

what smaller value than those derived from the total cross sections, 

but there are no significant departures. That these ratios are 

s~ller is.a result of the electric charge interaction which makes 
> •• • •. ... ' • ~-

its largest contribution to the cross section in the middle angular 

region. 

To calculate the cross section for the inelastic production 

it is necessary to evaluate the phase shifts'which appear in the 

cross section formula, Eq. (28). This has been doneusing the 

results of the effective range theory
11 

which. gives 

p cot 8 :: (29) 

where ... ; cit' t - 5.388 X 10-l3 

em~ -
t .1. 720 X ;J.O-l3 r em 

0 

triplet state 

c:(s -13 t = ... 23.68 x 10 .... em · 
s -13 

ro - ·2 .• 7 xlO. em:• -
singlet state 

c{ is the scattering length and r 0 the effective range. 
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The energy distribution for mesons emitted in the forwa:I-d 

direction ( e = 0) is given in Fig.o (6) fo~ the .two cases g - .g·. p- n 
' ' . . 

and gp = - gn at 150 Mev. The difference between the two cases 

is quite striking, particularly so, since the distribution for 

gp = gn is so much larger than that for gp = ""' gn. That thi:s can 

be, though, follows from the following semi-quantitative consid-

erations. One can show by the same-argument used by Watson.and 
12 

Stuart , that the energy distribution of the emitted mesons will 

be proportional to 
2 

sin 8 
p 

. 2I' at any paTticular angle. Replacing sin 0 

one obtains 

(J(E) 

by means of Eq. (29), 

(30) 

For the m~imum value of Em (at any one angle} p is zero. As 

Em decreases, p becomes larger. For p very small, Eq. (30) 

becomes 
2 

() (E) "-"· p ~ 

Thus the energy distribution will rise rapidly from zero with a 
. 2 

slope propoertional to of as E m 
decreases from its maximum 

value.-. As p becomes still larger (Em smaller) the terms in the 

denominator of Eq. (30) will come into play.and cause the curve to 
2 

turn over and then decrease ( (o( - r0~ ) > 0). The shape of 
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the resulting curv_e will be similar to either of those given in 

Fig. (6). From the values of C{ given in Eq. (29) it is seen 

that the singlet. s~ate will give a much, mor,e raP,idly rising curve 
'·.· .... 

.;~. . , . . 

than the triplet state. A short calctilation will also show that 

it will ri_se to a greater height before turning over. From our 

earlier considerations which showed that the triplet state will 

dominate for g = - g and the singlet state for p n . 

follows from the above argument that one can expect a larger 

,...,/ 
6 is contribution to the cross section for gp = g , if - 1 . n 

sufficiently larger than -~ t, as it is. As one goes to. higher 

energies, the relative momentum of the two nucleons becomes larger 

on the average, and the phase shifts will play a·decreasingly 

important role. This will have the effect of reducing the 

difference between the cross sections, cr(g = = g ) and . . P n 

O"'"(gp = gn). 

The angular distribution of the mesons for the inelastic 

production at 150 Mev is given in Fig. (7). The total cross 

sections are given in Table III. 

The angular distributions for the sum of the elastic and 

inelastic productions at 150 Mev has been plotted in Fig. (8). 

The cross sections are given in Table IV. An examination of the 

angular distributions and cross sections ~hows that the effect of 

including the inelastic production with the elastic, is to decrease 

the large ratio of <:r(gp = - gn) to <:r(g = g ) 
p n 

for the elastic 
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production to a value of about 3. As one goes to higher · 0' -ray 

energies, the production will increase with respect to the elastic 

production 2 thus reducing the ratio to an even lower value. 
0 . . 

The differential cross section at 90 for the inelastic 

production has been determined at the higher energies. The 

calculation at 200 Mev was done in an approximate manner and may 
. . . 

be expected to. be somewhat too large (NlO%)~ particularly the 

value for d~ (g = = g ) . The ·energy distribution for (Ln.. p n• 

E~ :;: 300 Mev at 90° is given in Fig. (9) and the values of the 
'. 

differential cross section in Table V. The wide peak in the energy 

distribution centered about Em rv 235. Mev simply reflects the 
.. . . 

momentum distribution of the nucleons inside the nucleus, the 

meson energy at the center of the peak corresponding to the 

energy of a meson produced from a nucleon at rest. The narrow 

peaks at the high energy end of the distribution are attributable 

to the interactions of the nucleons in the final state. The 

difference in the shape of this distribution with respect to the 

energy distribution at 150 Mev (Fig. (6)) is due to the much lower 

relative energy of the nucleons at 150 Mev over the whole range 

of meson energies, so that the effect of the interactions of the 

nucleons extends over the whole range of meson energies. Even 

for the energy d~stribution at 300 Mev, the effect of the inter-

action is somewhat more pronounced than it appears. For if the 

interactior. in the final states were ignored~ it would be found, 
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that while the general shape of the curves would be preserved~ 

except for the narrow peak at the high ·energy end~ the distribution 
: ' • ' • - ' . . -..! • . .~ • 

for gp :: gn would be depressed relat_ive: to the distribution for 

g = - g · by a factor of about 2/3. 
p n 

0 
The differential cross sections at 90 for the sum of the 

elastic and inelastic production are given in Table VI. The ratio 

of the cross sections . :~ (gp = - gn) to do- (g = g ) is 
d~ .. P n. 

found to decrease from a factor of about 3 or 4 at 150 Mev to about 

1 at 300 Mev. Though one can expect,these ratios to be somewhat. 

angular dependent, there will be . no. significant .. departures from the 

values given. 

Conclusion 

The determination of the relat:Lve sign_ of the proton and 

neutron meson coupling constants is possible from an experimen~al 

study of, the photoproduction of neutral mesons. from deuterium. Two 

different reactions leadingto the .photoproduction have been 

considered. In the first, that wryich leads to deuteron formation 

in the final state (the elastic case), it has been shown that the 

total cross sections for the cases gp = - gn and gp = gn differ 

by a factor of about 25. The angular distributions for the two 

cases are almost identical. 

In the second, so called inelastic case_, which corresponds 

to unbound neutron and proton in the fillal state, one finds that 

there is on1y a slight difference-in the total cross sections 
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between'the cases This difference is a 

factor of 2 or 3. The angular distributions in these two cases do 

differ appreciably ranging from a difference of a factor of 2 at 

90° to 4 in the forward direction. 

From.these results it appears'that the determination of the 

relative sign of the neutral meson coupling constants is only possible 

through a study of the cross section of the elastic process. Although 
"• . . . . 

there are significant differences between the two cases for the 

inelastic production, these differences are certainly not large 

enough to war~ant any reliable predictions. We are certainly not 

entitled to take the results of meson theoretic calculations seriously 

unless we obtain results which di~fer between situations by at least 

an order of magnitude. On the other hand meson theoretic calculations 

almost always can be trusted to yield results in order of magnitude 

agreement with experience. 

This ·experiment would have interesting impli·cations regarding 
' ' 

the charge independence of nuclear forces since the symmetrical 

meson theory, the most elegant designed to yield the result, requires 
(13 

gn = - gp. 
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. TABLE .-.I_ · 

Total cross sections for the elastic production. 

()'(-)- C}tg .=-g) - P .. n 

The: ratios with respect to_ the hydrogen cross section have been_ 

designated as RH(-) or ~(~). 

E'Q cs-(-) <S"'(+) R ~(-) ~(+) <lH 

150 3.71xlo-30 gl37xl0-30 27.1 2.85 .105 1.3xl0-30 

200 77.3 xlo-30 3.11 .xlo-30 24.9 1.56 .062 50. xlo-3° 

300 127. xlo-30 5.52 .xlo-30 23.0 .714 .0312 178. xlo-30 

TABLE II 

Differential cross sections for the elastic.production at 90°. 

E'() do-"(-) daj+) R90o RH90(_) Rri9oc+> dC)H 

d....n- d..n.... a:n= 

150 2.02xlo-31 .o7J6xlo-31 26.5 7.5 .27 0.27xlo'""31 

200 44.4 xlo-31 1.91 .xlo-31 23.2 2.28 .098 19.5 X 10-31 

.300 32.1 xlo-31 1.88 .xlo-31 17.2 .329 .0193 97.6 X 10=3l 
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TABLE III 

Total cross sections for the inelastic production at 150 Mev. 

i$6. 

o-(-) 

·•···· . . .. -31 . 4.5x10 

. . 

a-(+) R 

.. . ..... 31· 
12.8xl0 .35 

TABLE IV 

~(-)' ~(+) 

.• 35 

Total cross sections of elastic plus inelastic production at 150 Mev. 

tr(+) R ~(-) ~(+) 

150 1.42xlo-30 2.93 3.2 L09 

.•.. , "'-: 
.. '. 
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. TABLE V 

Differential cross sections for inelastic production at 90°. 

E'5"" ~ d()(1-) 
a :no: 

90° 0 
.Rri900 Et) Ra9o C-) R. 

150 o22xlo-3l o57xlo-3l .38 .81 2.11 

200* 27. xlo-31 28. xlo-31 o96 1.38 1.44 

300 134. xl0-31 144. xl0-31 .93 1.37 1.47 

* The values of the cross section for E't = 200 Mev were calculated 
approximately, and can be expected to oe somewhat too large, 
particularly the value for do-(-)/dA.. The ratio of the cross 
sections should certainly be iower than the value for Ey = 300. 

TABLE VI 

Differential cross sections for elastic plus inelastic cross sections 

0 at 90 • 

E . lS". 

150 

* 200 

300 

* 

des-(-) 
d.....n.-

o224xJ.0-30 

? .. 14 xlo-30 

16.6 xlo-30 

See Table V. 

dtS""(ti 90° l\r90°(-) Rri 900 (+) R dJ>-_ 

.. 065xl0-30 3o44 8.3 2.41 

3 .. 0 x10~30 2.38 3.66 1.54 

14.6 xlo-30 1.14 1.7 1.5 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1~ Angular distribution of neutral mesons from deuterium. . ' . . . ' ' . 

Elastic production at 150 Mev. gp = = gn • 

Figure 2g Angular distribution of neutral mesons from deuterium. 

E.lastic production at 200 Mev. g = = g .P . n • 

Figure 3: Angular distribution of neutral mesons from deuterium. 

Elastic production at 300 Mev. g ~ - g 0 

P n 

Figure 4: Angular distribution of neutral mesons from hydrogen 

at 300 Mev. 

Figure 5: (k) Angular distribution of neutral mesons from 

deuterium. Elastic production at 300 Mev. g '.;:: g 0 

P n 

(B) Contribution from magnetic interaction of ~-rays 

only. 

Figure 6: Energy distributions of neutral mesons at 0°. Inelastic 

production at 150 Mev. 

(A) for 

(B) 

Figure 7g Angular distribution of neutral mesons for inelastic 

production at 150 Mev. 

(A) 

(B) 
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Figure S: Angular distribution.of neutral mesons for sum of elastic 

plus inelastic production at 150 Mevo 

Figure 9: 

(A) 

(B) - g 
n 

0 
Energy distribution of neutral mesons at 90 for inelastic 

production at 300 Mev. 

(A) 

(B) 
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